The EMC is currently engaged in the following:

- **Updating/Revising** how the EMC views and conducts enrollment management at BC due to...
  - Expansions of locations and student population (increasing dual enrollment, rural initiative, prison education)
  - Increasing populations (student and staff)
  - New data software for analyzing enrollment trends
  - New budget formula
- **We are formulating the update of the EMC by**
  - Education committee members on enrollment management (see below)
  - Gathering input from 6 key committees on campus (EAC, SGA, AS, CC, FCDC, SALT) and gathering input from the committee at large (counselor input)

- **We are working towards educating EMC members** on enrollment management since most (2018-2019) are new to the committee
- **We are educating EMC members by**
  - Research
  - Presentations on aspects of enrollment management by committee members and outside experts, such as presentations of facilities usage and calculating FTES (and terminology).

- **We are working towards yearlong scheduling planning**
  - We will be moving to yearlong scheduling in the future (after new software is adopted)
  - So now we’ll work on devising yearlong scheduling plans to identify potential issues and potential solutions before we go live
  - This work is expected to continue until the end of the semester